God’s Joker presents:

Geistesblitz
⚡

👻

“God-proof?”
👼
🔥

am I an
animal?

🤴🦅

3
=

1 + 1

I am 1
am I
divine?

🐍👸

theourgía
dear atheists of the world

🐑🐑🐑

✞
😈

I am sorry for not feeling sorry
for striking your blindness
⚡
🙈
with light of my highness
but, I got a wild guess:
you are lost

🐐🐐🐐

Plato, Spinoza and Hegel
too tough, no, too much
for your mind’s mess
am I right? yes,
you are like chess:
👸 Queen sacrificed
by your ‘I’, yes? 👑
you have triumphed?

🐑🐑🐑

indeed, I’ll be treating your theses like feces 💩
not for Jesus whose peaceful and pleases
but mimesis of Being’s own meanness
and I
circumcise your mission
✂🍆
for I’m vicious with my vision
four horsemen
here’s that torn foreskin
“mini adornment”
for your wall or your door or your forehead
keep it from
falling on the floor when it’s storming ⛈
yes

😲

like Saul
on the road
to Damascus:

shoot, let me dial thru
to share a timeless truth:
I’m a heartless Martian
who’s barking from his starship
and my laser-like alien gaze
is aiming with halo-light rays
for shady mammalian brains
🧠
so, don’t bother to argue with Darwin
or crazy failing language games
for I’m a foreign species:
💫
got an arsenal full of marvels!

👽 🚀
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I’m appalling

😲

I a Paul –
with lightning bolt!

🔫
🙈 🐑🤓

⚡
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God’s Joker presents:

the One

1. Problem: what is God? 🤓=😴+🤥+🤖
Theists affirming the existence of God, as well as atheists denying it,
tend to stick to culturally-constructed understandings of God,
like “benevolent transcendental being”.
Philosophers, like geometrician Spinoza or logician Gödel, need a starting point
for their God-proof, which requires them to first posit an axiomatic definition of
God, whose existence can then be deduced.
Scientists, like physicist Hawking or biologist Dawkins, say there is no God.
They know their creator: the laws governing the universe.
(Scientists are inferior thinkers to philosophers and usually don’t realize that they
are pantheists, like free will-denying “masterless slave” Sam Harris.)
2. Geistesblitz: the last mind standing 🤡=👻+⚡
The first challenge is this: we don’t want to deduce God from a dogmatic
definition like Spinoza or Gödel, because deducing God sucks.
We want to do the opposite: induce God.

So, the question is: how to induce the creator of the universe – from within?
At first glance, it seems impossible.
Luckily, there is a trick: the last mind standing thought experiment.
Imagine you were the last person on earth.
Based on pure logic, you could not affirm the existence of the universe,
without your own existence, for how can there be something rather than
nothing, if no one is around – to know? (In case of incredulity, see appendix.)
Therefore, if you were the last mind standing, existence would depend on you.

3. Induction of God 🧐+🤔=🤩
Now, the question “what is God?” becomes this equation:
your creator = creator of the universe = God.
So, we have to ask: what is that which created you?
You may say that your parents made you.
Does that mean your parents = creators of the universe = God?
Symbolically, yes, but not quite.
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4. God-proof

🔥 +👼 =🤯

Let’s take a serious look at your creation on the level of abstraction:
what happens?
Well, 2 beings merge into 1 to then divide once more into 3 beings, so:
1 paternal being + 1 maternal being
=1
=3
=
1 paternal being + 1 maternal being + 1 child
We can draw this timeless relationship like this à
Now, that p, m and c are real is beyond doubt.
But, what about the 1?
Is the 1 real, especially, if you were the last mind standing?
The simple answer is yes:
the 1 exists in you (c) and thru you. Same as the universe and you are
existentially co-dependent, so are c and the 1.
Here’s how:
to say that you incarnate p and m is insufficient.
Truly, you incarnate their union,
which makes you the embodied mirror-image of your creator:
ideal oneness, containing the totality of p and m, where 3=2=1.
And yet, such ideal oneness seems but a concept, an abstraction,
a fictional idea without transcendental reality.
So, how can we claim otherwise? How can we prove your mirror-image?
How would you know it is real?
Say, if you were to experience such oneness, wouldn't you affirm its reality?
If so, the task of the last mind standing would become this:
you would have to prove the 1 to yourself by means of experience.
And therefore, the problem of God-proof would neither be one of definition,
nor one of logic. The problem would be you.
You would have to stop identifying with the c of p and m –
and become the 1 you are: timeless, eternal, immortal.
Good luck with that. Most people are terrified of eternity and identifying with
the timeless 1 and never even try. Others go mad in the process, like Nietzsche.
That’s why we have so many atheists. It’s ancient –
for ‘underachievers’. 🤡
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Appendix 1: Extract from “Geistformel” (consciousness formula)

Appendix 2: Extract from “Platonic Führer – Exodus”

The 10 Laws of Thought
Descartes’ Law:
“All existence can be doubted, except the questioner’s existence.”
Spinoza’s Law:
“Think geometrically: dualism requires monism and thus triadicism.”
Berkeley’s Law:
“Pattern isn’t matter, yet matters.”
Kant’s Law:
“Humanism = Idealism. Exclamation mark.”
Hegel’s Law:
“Knower and known are 2 in 1.”
Nietzsche’s Law:
“Ontology = moral theory”
Bergson’s Law:
“Time is not an object, but experience.”
Jung’s Law:
“Know your idols.”
Wittgenstein’s Law:
“You can’t move beyond language. Period.”
Plato’s Law:

“You must not forget the Idea of God – ever!”

more info on www.godsjoker.com
[supported by Geistformel/consciousness formula c2=p/m]
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